
36 MAINTENANCE & TURF TOOLS

COCO 
DRAG MOP
► Perfect for small job sites  
 or areas too sensitive for  
 heavier equipment.
► Uses the same material as  
 our Coco Drag Mat.
► Comes with a 66" (167 cm)  
 Aluminum, straight handle  
 and double twisted gusset  
 for strength.

Shipping Weight: 92 lb (41.7 kg)

Shipping Weight: 121 lb (54.9 kg)

DRAG BRUSH
► Gently, evenly
 works top 
 dressing material   
 into the greens. 
► Extensions   
 available for
 bigger jobs.   
 Hinged and weighted to manage contours.
► Replacement brushes priced    
 separately. Two are needed for drag brush.  
 Four are needed for extension.

GREENSKEEPER BALL 
MARK REPAIR TOOL
► Great time and labor   
 saving tool for quick,   
 near flawless repairs on  
 greens.
► 36" (91 cm) handle   
 makes repairs fast 
 and easy.
► Meticulously lifts dirt   
 and grass into place in   
 one motion.

HEXAGON TURF 
REPAIR TOOL
► Innovative plug   
 design for easy sod/ 
 soil removal and   
 seamless replacement.
► Six-sided plugs pull   
 wedges that are 7"W 
 x 4"D (18 cm x 10 cm)

COCO DRAG MAT
► Fibers 1 ¼" (3 cm) bond to vinyl-  
 reinforced backing.
► 10' (3 m) chain hooks up to any   
 vehicle.
► Spreads top dressing with soft,   
 smooth touch.

TURF DOCTORTM

► Invisible sod   
 replacement.
► Finish patch areas   
 without leaving holes 
 or gaps.
► Four razor-sharp blades  
 secure 9" (23 cm) square  
 cut wedge-shaped sod   
 blocks that fit 
 and butt perfectly.

4' x 6' (1.2 m x 1.8 m)

3' x 5' (0.9 m x 1.5 m) Coco Drag Mop

GreenskeeperTurf DoctorTMHexagon Turf Repair Tool
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Drag Brush Only
Single Replacement Brush

Set of Two Extensions
Single Replacement Brush 
for Extensions

52000
52013

52050
52063

26"H x 54" W (66 cm x 138 cm)

Drag Brush shown with optional 
extensions attached.

26"H x 27" W (66 cm x 68 cm)

► For installing   
 special event cups  
 and for quick and  
 easy turf repairs.
► Expeller   
 assembly makes  
 ejecting plugs a  
 breeze.
► Replaceable   
 inside sharpened  
 8" ( 20.3 cm) 
 shell available.

8" (20.3 cm) D

Straight shell, sharpened inside

8" (20.3 CM) PRO II HOLE CUTTER 
& REPAIR TOOL

Pro II Hole Cutter 28785

LEVELAWNTM PRO
► Distributes application   
 materials.
► Removes stones from soil,  
 breaks up small clods of  
 sand or loam.
► Smooths soil for easy   
 planting.
► New two-piece, wooden  
 handle for ease of shipping.

Body Assembly Only
Hollow Tine Base Assembly
Solid Tine Base Assembly

29808
29803
29805

30" (76 cm) 
36" (91 cm)

29310
29320

LEVELAWNTM PRO
72" (183 cm) wood handle

Order body assembly and tine base assembly separately.

HAND AERIFIER
► Choose solid or hollow   
 tines; 2 ¼" (5.7 cm)   
 penetration.
► Rugged steel construction.  
 Core collector is built right  
 into the base.
► 3" x ⅜" (7.6 cm x 0.95 cm)  
 replaceable tines on 2" 
 (5 cm) centers.

25" wide x 18" deep (63.5 cm x 45.7 cm)

NEW

NEW
TOP
SELLER


